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Reef Fish Identification
This book summarizes what is known about mesophotic coral ecosystems (MCEs)
geographically and by major taxa. MCEs are characterized by light-dependent corals and
associated communities typically found at depths ranging from 30-40 m. and extending to over
150 m. in tropical and subtropical ecosystems. They are populated with organisms typically
associated with shallow coral reefs, such as macroalgae, corals, sponges, and fishes, as well
as specialist species unique to mesophotic depths. During the past decade, there has been an
increasing scientific and management interest in MCEs expressed by the exponential increase
in the number of publications studying this unique environment. Despite their close proximity to
well-studied shallow reefs, and the growing evidence of their importance, our scientific
knowledge of MCEs is still in its early stages. The topics covered in the book include: regional
variation in MCEs; similarities and differences between mesophotic and shallow reef taxa,
biotic and abiotic conditions, biodiversity, ecology, geomorphology, and geology; potential
connectivity between MCEs and shallow reefs; MCE disturbances, conservation, and
management challenges; and new technologies, key research questions/knowledge gaps,
priorities, and future directions in MCE research.

Fishes of the Gulf of Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, and Adjacent Waters
Ned DeLoach's Diving Guide to Underwater Florida
The standard fish ID reference for underwater naturalists and marine scientists since 1989 just
got better! The enlarged 3rd edition has grown by 20 percent including the addition of more
than 100 exciting new fish species. The scientifically updated text now boasts 825 classic
marine life photographs of 600 common and rare reef fish species. The easy to use, quickreference format designed for divers makes it a snap to identify the myriad fishes that inhabit
the waters of Florida, the Caribbean, Bahamas and now Brazil! Featuring a new durable, clothstitched flexi-binding that folds flat for easy use and water-repellent plastic covers.
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Extinct Birds of Hawaii
See a yellow bird and donít know what it is? No problem! This remarkable field guide features
145 bird species (only Arizona birds!) organized by color. Full-page photos, detailed
descriptions, Stanís Notes and range maps help to ensure correct I.D.

Coastal Fish Identification
"A comprehensive field guide for identifying 1600 marine invertebrates from the tropical Pacific,
with more than 2000 photographs taken in their natural habitat includes Australia, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands,
New Caledonia, Vanuatu, Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, French Polynesia and beyond"--P. [4] of cover.

World Atlas of Coral Reefs
A Field Guide to Coastal Fishes
Spanish Made Simple
Provides photographs and text to discuss the geographic distribution and conservation status
of coral reefs in the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia, and the
Pacific.

The Reef Set
The Gulf of Mexico presents a compelling, salt-streaked narrative of the earth's tenth largest
body of water. In this beautifully written and illustrated volume, John S. Sledge explores the
people, ships, and cities that have made the Gulf's human history and culture so rich. Many
famous figures who sailed the Gulf's viridian waters are highlighted, including Ponce de León,
Robert Cavelier de La Salle, Francis Drake, Elizabeth Agassiz, Ernest Hemingway, and
Charles Dwight Sigsbee at the helm of the doomed Maine. Sledge also introduces a
fascinating array of people connected to maritime life in the Gulf, among them Maya priests,
French pirates, African American stevedores, and Greek sponge divers. Gulf events of global
historical importance are detailed, such as the only defeat of armed and armored steamships
by wooden sailing vessels, the first accurate deep-sea survey and bathymetric map of any
ocean basin, the development of shipping containers by a former truck driver frustrated with
antiquated loading practices, and the worst environmental disaster in American annals.
Occasionally shifting focus ashore, Sledge explains how people representing a gumbo of
ethnicities built some of the world's most exotic cities—Havana, way station for conquistadores
and treasure-filled galleons; New Orleans, the Big Easy, famous for its beautiful French
Quarter, Mardi Gras, and relaxed morals; and oft-besieged Veracruz, Mexico's oldest city,
founded in 1519 by Hernán Cortés. Throughout history the residents of these cities and their
neighbors along the littoral have struggled with challenges both natural and humaninduced—devastating hurricanes, frightening epidemics, catastrophic oil spills, and conflicts
ranging from dockside brawls to pirate raids, foreign invasion, civil war, and revolution. In the
modern era the Gulf has become critical to energy production, fisheries, tourism, and
international trade, even as it is threatened by pollution and climate change. The Gulf of
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Mexico: A Maritime History is a work of verve and sweep that illuminates both the risks of life
on the water and the riches that come from its bounty.

Illustrated Directory of the Insects of the World
Teacher digital resource package includes 2 CD-ROMs and 1 user guide. Includes Teacher
curriculum guide, PowerPoint chapter presentations, an image gallery of photographs,
illustrations, customizable presentations and student materials, Exam Assessment Suite,
PuzzleView for creating word puzzles, and LessonView for dynamic lesson planning.
Laboratory and activity disc includes the manual in both student and teacher editions and a lab
materials list.

Reef Creature Identification
The updated and enlarged Second edition features more than 30 additional species and 70
new photographs. From the beautiful cool waters of Catalina Island to the frigid straits teaming
with life in British Columbia, this book covers it all. This is the most comprehensive pictorial fish
ID guide ever published for these waters. More than 320 superb color photos are presented in
our popular, quick-reference format. Now in flexibinding (cloth stitched like hardcover, but a
soft flexible cover like paperback).

Diving Bay Islands
Waterproof field guide to Invertebrates of Florida, Caribbean and Bahamas. Designed for
divers and snorkelers. Printed on waterproof paper, 22 pages bound with stainless steel
staples. 132 species.

Reef Creature in A Pocket Caribbean
With more than 2.5 million copies in print, Spanish Made Simple is the bestselling title in the
Made Simple series. For years, this trusted guide has led students, tourists, and business
travelers step-by-step through the basic vocabulary and grammar of this most-studied foreign
language. Thoroughly revised and updated for our increasingly bilingual world, this new edition
features verb conjugation and pronunciation charts, modern vocabulary including new idioms,
review chapters, reading exercises, a complete answer section, and English-Spanish and
Spanish-English dictionaries—tools that make mastering the language fun. With Spanish Made
Simple, learning a language is as easy as uno, dos, tres.

Coral Reef Crustaceans
Waterproof field guide to the Tropical Pacific region designed for divers and snorkelers. Printed
on waterproof paper, 22 pages bound with stainless steel staples. 122 species.

Caribbean Reef Life
Photo ID book of Marine life found at the Blue Heron Bridge, Riviera Beach, Florida

Reef Fish in A Pocket Tropical Pacific
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Many coastal communities in Latin America and the Caribbean depend on the resources
provided by reefs for their livelihoods. The Reefs at Risk in the Caribbean project is a response
to an information need. The primary goal is to raise awareness and improve management by
improving the knowledge base on the status of and threats to coral reefs.

Reef Coral Identification
Provides descriptions, photographs, and illustrations of 539 species of fishes found in the Gulf
of Mexico along the Texas and Louisiana coasts.

Diving and Snorkeling Guide to Roatan & Honduras' Bay Islands
Filled with more than 350 images from National Geographic, 100 Dives of a Lifetime provides
the ultimate bucket list for ardent scuba divers and aspirational travelers alike. From diving with
manta rays at night in Kona, Hawaii, and swimming with hammerheads of Cocos Island in
Costa Rica to exploring caves in Belize's Lighthouse Atoll and diving beneath the ice floes of
Antarctica, this exquisite inspirational book is filled with beautiful imagery, marine life guides,
trusted travel tips, and expert diving advice from world-famous National Geographic divers and
explorers like Brian Skerry, Jessica Cramp, and David Doubilet. Organized by diving
experience and certification level, each location offers a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
explore the magic of our world's oceans--from your armchair or with your scuba gear in tow.

Reef Creature Identification
Comprehensive photographic guide for the visual identification of corals, marine plants and
marine life.

Reef Fish Identification
The book manages to combine humor, adventure, tragedy, triumph, heroism, and even some
forays into the risqué… while chronicling the careers of 20 enduring personalities that helped
make diving what it is today. Some of those interviewed are retired now, one (author Peter
Benchley of Jaws fame) recently passed away, and many are still making history through their
ongoing work. It's quite a group. Consider that the lineup includes actress and Sea Hunt star
Zale Parry who also set the depth record for women divers back in 1954. Stan Waterman
provides both the book's Foreword and a revealing insider look at his seven decades in diving.
Living legend Bev Morgan pioneered the first dive training programs along with revolutionizing
commercial diving equipment. His image in full hardhat dress also graces the book's cover.
Morgan's candor and humor set the pace for the lively montage of dialogues to follow with
Australian couple Ron and Valerie Taylor who rose to fame in the iconic shark documentary
film Blue Water, White Death. They are joined by others from diving's first generation including
filmmaker Al Giddings (The Deep, Abyss, Titanic, etc.), retail pioneer and cameraman Chuck
Nicklin (The Diving Locker), manufacturers Dick Bonin (Scubapro) and Bob Hollis (Oceanic),
photography masters Ernie Brooks and Paul Humann, as well as deep ocean explorer Dr. Bob
Ballard who discovered the wrecks of the Titanic, Bismarck, and PT-109. Diving's second
generation of innovators includes cave explorer Wes Skiles, filmmaker Mike deGruy, wreck
explorer John Chatterton (of Shadow Divers fame), IMAX film producer Greg MacGillivray, and
the dynamic husband/wife team of Howard and Michele Hall who seem to dominate the realm
of documentary underwater films now (Island of the Sharks, Coral Reef Adventure, Deep Sea
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3D). Last but not least, Stan Waterman talked Gilliam into sitting for an interview about his own
amazing career and, typically, he shares a wicked sense of humor along with some biting
perspective about what it was like to champion new technologies and daring approaches to
diving business when the sport's ultra-conservatives wanted to suppress nitrox, liveaboards,
technical diving, diving computers, training methods, and honest journalism. Each chapter is a
slice of human interest that lets the reader briefly pull back the curtain on the personal lives of
diving's heroes and feel like they are part of the conversation. The full color book is lavishly
illustrated with great photographs that capture each interviewee throughout their diving
careers. It's a very personal journey and the reader will feel like they pulled up a chair and
shared a cup of coffee around a table with each person. Gilliam enlisted help from other
leading writers for some interviews he couldn't conduct himself and Fred Garth, Lina Hitchcock,
Eric Hanauer, Douglas Seifert and Michel Gilbert & Danielle Alary all make significant
contributions to round out the book. It's a massive volume, 8x11 inches in size, 496 pages,
hard bound, and weighing in at a whopping eight pounds per copy.

The Gulf of Mexico
An authoritative visual dictionary of every order of the insect world including beetles,
cockroaches, flies, crickets, wasps, bees, moths and butterflies, as well as spiders, mites,
ticks, centipedes and microscopic creatures.

Marine Biodiversity of Costa Rica, Central America
Caribbean Reef Life covers the full range of a coral reef's biodiversity. This expanded third
edition is more than just an ID book; it aims to give divers a deeper understanding of these
dynamic ecosystems and how different species, including our own, contribute to the reef as a
whole.

Reef Creature Identification
Honduran paradise for divers, pristine dive sites, miles of unexplored reefs.

Life on an Ocean Planet
Publisher Description

Caribbean Sea Slugs
Fifty Places to Dive Before You Die
Extinct Birds of Hawaii captures the vanishing world of unique bird species that have slipped
away in the Islands mostly due to human frivolity and unconcern. Richly illustrated, including
drawings by Julian P. Hume, many painted specifically for this volume, it enables us to enjoy
vicariously, avian life unique to Hawaii that is no longer, Extinct Birds of Hawaii also sends a
powerful message. Hawaii is well-known both for its unique scenic beauty and its fascinating
native flora, fauna, bird and marine life. But it is also called the extinction capital of the world.
The Islands' seventy-seven bird species and sub-species extinctions account for approximately
fifteen percent of global bird extinctions during the last seven-hundred years. On some islands
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over 80 percent of the original land bird species are now extinct. With the many agents of
extinction still operating in the Islands' forests, Hawaii's remaining native land birds are at a
high risk of being lost forever. Many birdwatchers, nature lovers, and eco-tourists are unaware
of the tremendous loss of species that has occurred in this remote archipelago. Extinct Birds of
Hawaii, besides showing the bird life that has been lost, calls attention to the urgency and need
for preservation action.

Snorkeling Guide to Marine Life
Life began in the sea, and even today most of the deep diversity of the planet is marine. This is
often forgotten, especially in tropical countries like Costa Rica, renowned for their rain forests
and the multitude of life forms found therein. Thus this book focusing on marine diversity of
Costa Rica is particularly welcome. How many marine species are there in Costa Rica? The
authors report a total of 6,777 species, or 3. 5% of the world’s total. Yet the vast majority of
marine species have yet to be formally described. Recent estimates of the numbers of species
on coral reefs range from 1–9 million, so that the true number of marine species in Costa Rica
is certainly far higher. In some groups the numbers are likely to be vastly higher because to
date they have been so little studied. Only one species of nematode is reported, despite the
fact that it has been said that nematodes are the most diverse of all marine groups. In better
studied groups such as mollusks and crustaceans, reported numbers are in the thousands, but
even in these groups many species remain to be described. Indeed the task of describing
marine species is daunting – if there really are about 9 million marine species and Costa Rica
has 3. 5% of them, then the total number would be over 300,000. Clearly, so much remains to
be done that new approaches are needed. Genetic methods have en- mous promise in this
regard.

The Charm
"Kathy Fagan's The Charm works the true spells of childhood, the superstitions of romance,
the bewitching alchemies of words themselves and casts us sun-struck in our lives--doomed,
yes, but 'dovewinged.' Fact, speculation, nostalgia, and mystery are wielded with equal power
and stunning craft. Fagan is writing some of the wisest and alluring poems of our day."
-Beckian Fritz Goldberg "There is something both very old and very new--archaic and
postmodern--in Kathy Fagan's wise-cracking charms to assuage rage and despair, to ward off
misfortune and heartbreak. The Charm dissolves the leaden circles in the air and charms with
fresh carols." -Edward Hirsch "Kathy Fagan's rage is subtle, her loves draw you in, and there is
a driving curiosity that comes only with great respect for life." -Bob Hicok Kathy Fagan is the
author of Lip, Moving & St Rage, winner of the Vassar Miller Prize for Poetry, and The Raft, a
National Poetry Series selection. She is professor of English at Ohio State University.

Handbook
This is the most comprehensive guide to the tropical Indo-Pacific crustaceans. Produced by
collaboration between experienced diver and photographer and leading scientists, this book
covers the region from the Red Sea to Papua New Guinea. Inside Coral Reef Crustaceans
from Red Sea to Papua: Photographs of 900+ species; 400+ species have never before
appeared in field guides or popular books; Easy access to information; All photographs taken
in natural environment; No anaesthetic or sedatives substances were used on animals; Every
effort was made to reduce disturbance to sea creatures
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Reefs at Risk in the Caribbean
"Anyone fascinated by the underwater world will be riveted by the photos in this richly
illustrated guide Readers can lose themselves in the magnificent environment beneath the
sea." --Publishers Weekly on the first edition of Reef Life The lure of the life that inhabits the
ocean's reefs and open waters is no secret to scuba enthusiasts and snorkelers who enjoy
gazing upon this wonderful world through their dive masks. This practical and comprehensive
guidebook for divers, naturalists and ocean lovers identifies the most commonly encountered
animals and other organisms in the tropical marine environment and identifies them in more
than 1,000 beautiful color photographs to provide a window into this magnificent world. This
updated edition features new photos, 33 new species profiles and an extended chapter about
the state of the ocean and reefs on our rapidly changing planet. Reef Life is a handy, portable
and comprehensive reference in a time when understanding and appreciating the diversity of
our tropical oceans is at a critical point. A gallery of over 425 ray-finned fish species, as well as
elasmobranchs (sharks, rays and skates), invertebrates, marine reptiles and marine mammals,
offers readers an extensive identification guide to the most commonly seen marine species,
with detailed descriptions of size, habitat, range and behavior. The book also includes: A guide
to tropical marine ecosystems; Surveys of global coral reef communities, from the Caribbean to
the Red Sea; A discussion about factors threatening marine ecosystems today. This is an
essential selection for marine science and travel/tourism collections, scuba divers and
snorkelers, and retailers and libraries in oceanside locations.

A Guide to the Coral Reefs of the Caribbean
This field guide illustrates all the fish, corals, invertebrates and plants you are most likely to
encounter in less than 15 feet of water in the Caribbean. Humann's photographs are excellent
for identification purposes -- and the handy size makes it perfect to take along in the boat or to
the beach.

Diving Pioneers and Innovators
100 Dives of a Lifetime
"The most comprehensive photographic field guide ever compiled for the visualidentification of
marine invertebrates of Florida, the Bahamas and Caribbean." Back Cover.

Mesophotic Coral Ecosystems
The earth’s oceans hold many wondrous surprises—be they the small, colorful “critters” off the
coast of Papua New Guinea, opportunistic red demon squids in the Sea of Cortes, or naval
wrecks in the lagoon of Bikini Atoll. In Fifty Places to Dive Before You Die Chris Santella has
invited diving experts from around the world to share some of their favorite destinations, so
ardent divers can experience these underwater wonders for themselves—either on location in
their SCUBA gear, or at home in their armchair. The fifth in Santella’s bestselling “Fifty Places”
series, the book takes divers from hot-spot destinations like Raja Ampat (off the coast of West
Guinea) to old Caribbean favorites like Grand Cayman Isles. Readers will swim among whale
sharks off Myanmar, befriend wolf eels off the coast of Maine, and marvel at the giant mola
mola of Lembognan, Indonesia. These wonderful creatures—plus the brilliant coral reefs that
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often provide their backdrop—are captured in 40 gorgeous color photos from the world’s
greatest underwater photographers. And for readers who want to travel to these breathtaking
locales, Santella provides complete “If You Go” suggestions to help you plan your trip.

BHB Companion
A feast of colors, shapes, and sizes, this book contains descriptions and photos of over 50
aquatic species found in tropical waters. With authoritative text by a noted marine biologist,
and fabulous color photographs by some of the world's leading underwater photographers, this
is a handy field guide for snorkellers and divers alike.Periplus Tropical Nature Guides are
practical field guides, useful for identifying various natural objects ranging from plants and
animals to gemstones and seashells. Each page of each title throughout the series is filled with
clear, precise photographs and informative text. Scientific and local language names are given.
Periplus Nature Guides provide an introduction to some of the more common natural
phenomena that occur in Southeast Asia. Each title is comprised of an introduction, followed
by an in-depth look at 50 to 60 species, each illustrated in full-color.

Reef Life
Tropical Reef Fishes
Features a guide for over a thousand fish species that live along the American shores of the
Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico, with each fish's description including its biology, habitat,
distribution, and size.

Cephalopods, a World Guide
A comprehensive photographic guide for the visual identification of corals and marine plants
that inhabit the Florida, Caribbean and Bahamas waters. It is designed to help recreational
divers, as well as scientists, distinguish the many species of corals and algae encountered
while exploring the reefs. This is the third text of the three volume RET SET that includes "Reef
Identification" and "Reef Creature Identification."

Birds of Arizona Field Guide
The diversity, quantity and vitality of fish life in the seas that bathe the Galapagos archipelago
is every bit as dramatic as the exotic wildlife above! Completely updated with many new photos
added. A much improved identification book for one of the world's natural underwater wonders.
If you are even thinking of diving the Galapagos this beautiful, comprehensive fish identification
guide is a must.

The Reef Set
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